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PROBLEM
After the first year of the new website launch, the effort to create an online Prepare=>Share=>Compare
Community has faltered due to lack of participation. This affects the Active Teaching Community’s capacity to
enroll and support new users going forward. Next year’s offerings must make up for lost ground.

GOAL
New teachers of the [Curriculum A] and [Curriculum B] curricula will receive accessible, responsive support needed
to succeed in their first adoption year, and progress towards fluency in the underlying pedagogy in years two and
three. At the same time, members of the Active Teaching Community at all levels will be offered ways to engage
that support a range of individual needs such as deepening practice, professional networking, and for those
interested, a path to mastery and paid professional development consultant placements.

SOLUTIONS
The failure of postings by paid teachers to stimulate volunteer discussion activity is a function of an incomplete
strategy for community cultivation, in my view. I would refine the vision of the Active Teaching Community as a
Community of Practice (CoP), implying stages of involvement. I refer to these stages with guild categories of
novice, apprentice, journeyman, and master. To support each stage, I split current Haiku web functions into an
array of sites, and suggest new professional development structures to support their use. Matching sites to guild
stages and their activities will better manage the interplay between individual supports needed for new users
(through online courses) and community cultivation requirements (through building an ATCoP network).
The following six website reconfiguration proposals address activity patterns appropriate to each stage:
1.

Learning Management System for Novice Teachers [For Stage 1 and 2 Online Courses.]

2.

Google Apps for Education (A Collaborative Intranet) [Used by all stages.]

3.

ATC Network [For Stages 3 and 4, with content for the science teaching community.]

4.

Marketing Site [Used by Stage 4 to enroll Stage 1 in courses and support consultancy]

5.

Project Management Site [Used by Stage 4 to manage consultancy].

6.

Google Site Template [Used by all stages as a companion to the curriculum]

ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
The Active Teaching Community (ATC) can be viewed as a system that includes websites, professional
development choices, an evolving community, and relationships. The potential of new initiatives will be
constrained or enabled by these elements and their relationships. Activity Theory offered a framework for
articulating and analyzing these relationships to reveal points of leverage in the current ATC system.

TARGET ELEMENTS
Six elements make up an Activity
System Triangle: Subject, Roles,
Object, Community, Tools and Rules &
Constraints. For the ATC project,
targets for each element are mapped
in the diagram at right.

ENVIRONMENT
The growth of an online community is
particularly impacted by relationships
between local environment (school
and classroom) and online
environment (website).

DATA SOURCES
User experience reports were gathered in a two-day series of focus group discussions among members of the
Active Teaching Community, including director [Client], coordinator [Coordinator], researcher [Researcher],
professional developers Gary Kurtz and Shari Weaver, and teachers who had accepted stipends in return for
commitments to weekly participation in the website.
A subsequent series of interviews with [Client] and [Coordinator] provided background information and shared
reflection on focus group feedback, including a two-page survey completed during the meetings.
A second survey, designed for distribution to the 300 teachers on the community mailing list, was designed to
gather and separate initial motivations and local environmental constraints from website experiences and interest
levels for future offerings. Principal interviewees provided feedback and guidance for the final version of the
survey. However, the competing research team led by [Researcher] deemed the survey as ill-timed, and it was not
distributed to support these recommendations. It is available at http://goo.gl/bd4y0I.

INTERACTIONS
Last year, teachers within the community were invited to use a website as a Job Aid for the preparation of lessons,
and a structured Discussion Forum for obtaining just-in-time implementation support and, at later stages,
deepening their fluency in the curriculum. To support the classroom environment, teacher need for support,
website ease and accessibility, and responsiveness of online mentors would need to balance against the pull of
limited time and other priorities.
Classroom Constraints and Tool Constraints barred users from interactions needed, as a result of three factors,
expressed below in the language of Activity Theory:
Low Transfer from Subject=>Object =>Tool: Close relationships with [Client] that in many ways define the

1.

culture of the community did not extend to sustained participation on the website.
Low Motivation Levels for Object=>Tool Interaction: Individual needs for a job aid and online support

2.

were not strong enough to overcome environmental and tool constraints. The need for deepening
fluency through reflective online discussion was not strongly felt, but these are a response to previous
levels of participation and community relationship that were not met.
Low Activity from Bad Tool Design: The site’s design and function barred users from interaction.

3.

SUMMARY AND NEXT STEPS
While separating the current website into two or more can remove the barriers to participation at each stage of
member involvement in the Active Teaching Community, we further propose that a staged series of courses and
community development initiatives is equally needed. At a minimum, we recommend developing and offering
the new adopters course for the upcoming school year, promoted as part of the purchase of new textbooks.
Our web development division, Game Face Web Design, is expert in open source development with Drupal, and
our instructional design division, The Empowered Teacher, has conducted teacher trainings in school settings and
online for many years, specializing in the use of Google Apps for Education (GAfE). We have worked with Haiku as
a Learning Management System, popular with schools because of its integration with GAfE. We look forward to
the opportunity to define a scope for a proposal and budget commensurate with your vision for next year.

SOLUTION SUMMARY:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Design 2 courses for new AT adopters.
Develop courses using existing Haiku LMS site.
Create Google Apps Domain for ATC.
Develop a Google Site Template for AT users.
Create an ATC Network site for discussions.
Build a structure and web presence for a
Professional Development consultancy.

Sincerely,

Bram Moreinis, Principal
The Empowered Teacher
empowered-teacher.com
845-750-2412
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ABSTRACT
PROBLEM
After the first year of the new website launch, the effort to create an online
Prepare=>Share=>Compare Community has faltered due to lack of participation. This affects
the Active Teaching Community’s capacity to enroll and support new users going forward. Next
year’s offerings must make up for lost ground.

GOAL
New teachers of the [Curriculum A} and [Curriculum B} curricula will receive accessible,
responsive support needed to succeed in their first adoption year, and progress towards
fluency in the underlying pedagogy in years two and three. At the same time, members of the
Active Teaching Community at all levels will be offered ways to engage that support a range of
individual needs such as deepening practice, professional networking, and for those interested,
a path to mastery and paid professional development consultant placements.

SOLUTIONS
The failure of postings by paid teachers to stimulate volunteer discussion activity is a function
of an incomplete strategy for community cultivation, in my view. I would refine the vision of
the Active Teaching Community as a Community of Practice (CoP), implying stages of
involvement. I refer to these stages with guild categories of novice, apprentice, journeyman,
and master. To support each stage, I split current Haiku web functions into an array of sites,
and suggest new professional development structures to support their use. Matching sites to
guild stages and their activities will better manage the interplay between individual supports
needed for new users (through online courses) and community cultivation requirements
(through building an ATCoP network).
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The following six website reconfiguration
proposals address activity patterns
appropriate to each stage:
1. Learning Management System for New
Teachers
2. Google Apps for Education
3. ATCoP Network

SOLUTION SUMMARY: KEY ELEMENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Design 2 courses for new AT adopters.
Develop courses using existing Haiku LMS site.
Create Google Apps Domain for ATC.
Develop a Google Site Template for AT users.
Create an ATC Network site for discussions.
Build a structure and web presence for a
Professional Development consultancy.

4. Marketing Site
5. Project Management Site
6. Google Site Template
A great deal has been outlined above. At a minimum, we propose to develop first two sites (and
associated courses) by August 1st, so that these can be independently implemented for the
coming school year. For detail on these, skip to DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS.

SUMMARY AND NEXT STEPS
Separating the current website into two or more can remove the barriers to participation at
each stage of member involvement in the Active Teaching Community, combined with a series
of courses and community development initiatives. I recommend developing and offering the
new adopters course for the upcoming school year, promoted as part of the purchase of new
textbooks. As a web designer, I am expert in open source development with Drupal. As a
professional developer, I have conducted teacher trainings in school settings and online for
many years, specializing in the use of Google Apps for Education (GAfE). I have worked with
Haiku as a Learning Management System, popular because of its integration with GAfE. I look
forward to the opportunity to define a proposal and budget commensurate with your vision for
next year.
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ANALYSIS HIGHLIGHTS

ADOPTION PATH
ACTIVE TEACHING ADOPTION PATH
Novice (Year 1)

Effective Practitioner

Professional Developer

Teachers at different stages above have different needs for support and websites. A novice
needs a “job aid” providing “just in time” support with the right materials and the right answers
fast. A practitioner needs peers to share with, eventually comparing results to gauge and
improve effectiveness. A professional developer needs to recruit and initiate new members,
while cultivating a community that embodies and extends the practice.
The Active Teaching Community (ATC) refers both to a website and to its target users—science
teachers progressing along an adoption path of [Curriculum A} and [Curriculum B}. This
adoption has deepening levels, because Active Teaching comprises a responsive, activity-based
pedagogy and a curriculum (available via textbook, eBook and website). Progressing from
novice through practitioner to professional developer, teachers become more generative,
internalizing principles and attitudes.

WEB VEHICLE
This spectrum of needs, encapsulated in the ATC website’s “Prepare / Share / Compare”
framework, would create tensions for any website. It could be addressed with Interaction
Design (Cooper, 1992), which is the ability to adapt the interface to the needs and preferences
of target user profiles. The Haiku LMS technology used to build the first iteration of the ATC
website supports such adaptation but was not configured for it. Many related deficiencies
created an effective barrier to teacher access and participation.
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This technological barrier discouraged the “just in time” time-pressed novice users, for whom
the game of finding the resources and support they needed was not worth the candle of
navigating the site and its discussion forums. Thus professional developers had only each other
to talk with. To recover, substantial changes in the ATC website are required, including a
possible split into multiple sites with different back ends and purposes.

COMMUNITY BUILDING CHALLENGE
It is easier make websites than Communities of Practice (Wenger and Lave, 1991):
“Some communities may not develop at all, either because people do not know
about each other or because they do not have the time and energy to devote to
community development. … WITHOUT INTENTIONAL CULTIVATION, the
communities that do develop will depend on the spare time of members, and
participation is more likely to be spotty, especially where resources are lean.”
Cultivating Communities of Practice (Wenger 2002)
It is ambitious to create a curriculum and professional development program to develop
practice at the deep levels envisioned by Active Teaching. Creating a self-sustaining, scalable
community that embodies and diffuses such innovations is more ambitious. Cultivation can be
served by a staged model of community membership, just as the adoption path guides
individualized web design. The articulation of a refined vision of effective interplay between
both aspects of the ATC -- website and community – is needed now.
The next school year begins in less than four months. Teachers are making summer curriculum
and professional development plans now, and budgets have already been set. However, a
dedicated cadre of ATC teachers is ready to respond to calls for participation in new pilots, and
follow through if the solutions work for them. The analysis below is offered to support design
decisions for a multi-site web presence and community-building professional development
program initiated by a pilot program beginning in mid-August.
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WEBSITE PROBLEMS
Associated with the website’s two active functions—job aid and discussion board—are two
navigation frameworks. Also known as “information architectures”, these are organizational
structures through which users navigate to access information and engage with site functions.
The first is the unit framework that follows the textbook by chapter & section, and the second
is an activity framework that sorts engagement into prepare, share or compare sections.
Any point of engagement with the
site is funneled by this structure into
a unit and an activity. The unit
framework is the dominant element
in site navigation: any opportunity
to share or compare begins with
choosing a chapter and section.
The Share and Compare sections of the ATC website are intended to focus teacher discussion
on section lessons and to frame those discussions by a particular purpose. This framework
excludes other needs and uses teachers may associate with connecting to online peers (like the
resource sharing and networking common to Twitter or Pinterest), and filters out the
“lightweight” interactions (“flirting”) that new users may need to join a community.
Many teachers will hold back from lightweight interactions when overly directed, or when such
posts are not already present in the discussion board. At the same time, when a teacher has a
legitimate need for a quick fix, an authoritative response can close discussion. According to
focus group participants, threads that could build connection were likely often killed, either
pre-emotively (by self-censorship) or reactively (with end-of-discussion answers). This is a
hazard of creating rules that aim too tightly at the deep discussion end goal, rather than the
community-building path towards that goal.
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BLOCKED INTERACTIONS
Grouping teachers by adoption stage (Novice => Master) and associating these groups with
usage patterns indicate an ideal progress of website interactions as follows:

Stage
Novice

Apprentice
Journeyman

Master

User Description

Participation Profile

Unsure of content, pedagogy
and curriculum. Revert to
expository style when discovery
fails.
Content clear, improving
pedagogy, still working out
curriculum.
Content and curriculum clear,
focusing on improving
pedagogy.
Content, curriculum, and
pedagogy mastered. Seeking
professional advancement.

Job Aid: Much Prepare reading, some
calls for Just-in-time help to Share section
where no local support exists.
Mostly Job Aid: Prepare for reference,
less urgent procedural questions to Share
section.
Mostly Discussion Board: Helping others
on Share, asking deep questions, a
Compare test.
All Discussion Board: Helping on Share,
engaging in Compare, uploading
resources, taking ownership of the
community.

The sections below consider what factors may have blocked that progression.

LOW TRANSFER OF DIRECTOR LOYALTY TO COMMUNITY EFFORT
In its first year, about a third of the 300 teachers contacted had sufficient need to make time to
log in and explore. A 30% response is very high for a professional development offering.
However, that initial response was short-lived. Of the original 110 users, only 40 had logged in
at last once by the second half of the year. From January through April, those who continued to
log in viewed at most a page or two; there were only 83 page views, and weekly logins
dwindled from 11 in late February to 3 in April.
This drop-off could reflect initial motivation: first logins were a response to a request from
[Client], rather than a response to felt need. The warm loyalty invited teachers felt towards the
central figure of [Client] might not have transferred to a desire for online lateral connections to
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others in his orbit. Even if that desire existed, it might not be strong enough to overcome the
complexity of the website.

LOW MOTIVATION TO INVEST TIME IN USING PREPARE
Dramatic drop-offs in log-ins to low-activity discussion boards are easy to understand, just as a
party empties soon after guests start to leave. However, the low level of access to the Prepare
portion of the site as a job aid is harder to fathom, given the rich content available (including
videos of [Client] explaining material to teachers and students, something textbooks could not
offer). Why did the Prepare side of the site fail to maintain engagement?
Teachers invited to participate may have mostly been past the stages where an online job aid
and support community was a great need. In the table of stages on the previous page, a need
for access to the Prepare side of the website as a job aid would diminish after the first few
years. If teachers invited to the program were not new adopters, it is easy to understand why
the Prepare side of the site was not compelling. If new adopters must form a large portion of
the community at start, invitation to join should be part of textbook marketing, positioning the
site as a key component of the product, not an optional add-on.

LOW ACTIVITY AS A FUNCTION WEBSITE DESIGN AND FUNCTION
The remaining reasons for a lack of object=>tool interactions rests with the tool: the website. A
website consists of content (text and media, static and dynamic, native and user-generated),
architecture (how the content is chunked and organized), and navigation (how the architecture
is accessed) and design (layout of content on pages, typography, and visual elements that lend
direction to the user experience).
Focus group respondents confirm unanimously that teachers were constrained from fuller
participation by their experiences of the site in all aspects above. Teachers rarely have quiet
offices with undisturbed time to work their way into complex resources, so websites for
teachers have to be engineered for quick, easy interaction at surface as well as deep levels.
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After logging in the first time, many if not most new users received an impression of a tool they
would not be able to use effectively in a limited amount of time without intense mental focus.
It is difficult to get a second look from such teachers via a monthly email blast; first impressions,
if particularly strong, are lasting. For an example of how the current site blocked user
interaction, consider a teacher who has decided to respond to a request for help in the Share
section and finally made time to compose it. The following 8 steps would be required:
1. Go to https://website.com and sign in.
2. Click on the name of the curriculum ([Curriculum A} or [Curriculum B}) on the left.
3. Click on the chapter to post in (e.g. Chapter 2)
4. Click on the name of the section to post in (e.g. Section 5).
5. Click on the discussion to participate in (e.g. Share)
6. Click on the name of the discussion. It opens in a Pop-Up.
7. Resize the window in order to see the posts. Scroll to bottom of the discussion.
8. Type your post in the text box and then click “Post”.
Compare this with a Google Group: teachers could click on an email message and link to a
place to add a response, or reply to the email without visiting the group website at all.
A series of website design and functionality issues identified by the focus groups are illustrated
below, associated with current web development terms for these issues, and mock-ups of
solutions to those issues.
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WEBSITE ANALYSIS
The following screenshots identify an issue, show current site then mock-up of issue addressed.

NO “BREADCRUMBS”
Breadcrumbs are nested clickable indicators of containing sections. They are generally
positioned immediately above main page content and are separated by right carets (>).

NO DISCUSSION PREVIEWS
Previews inform the choice to leave the current context (job aid) for a given new one (forum).
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CONTEXTUAL HELP IS NOT HIDDEN BY DEFAULT
First time users can be given the choice to reveal contextual help, but experienced users should
not need to navigate through it. Ideally a website should ‘remember” whether a user has
collapsed guides and provide only a “help” link..
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BURIED MEDIA CONTENT
Hiding media behind links makes it less likely for it to be found or clicked on.

DISCUSSION POST THREADS DO NOT EXPAND
It is helpful to expand and collapse threads before clicking to enter them, using arrows.
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POSTS CANNOT BE FILTERED
Once in a particular forum with many posts, it is helpful to be able to apply filters.
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DISCUSSION POSTS ARE FIXED WIDTH NOT WRAPPING
Posts display with both horizontal and vertical scrollbars. Wrapping text fixes this issue.

NO POST BROWSING WHEN BROWSERS ARE NOT FULL-WIDTH.
Because posts have minimum display widths, they disappear at under 800 pixel display.
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At above 700 pixels, they display, but in barely readable width. The left hand “create new post”
space makes engagement very difficult.

CLUTTERED TYPOGRAPHY
Print design would make navigation easier and text more readable. Smaller menu text would
require less scrolling, and more line spacing and character spacing would make content more
readable.
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NO LESSON PLAN SUBNAVIGATION
To find a lesson it is necessary to scroll down long pages of text. Instead, provide a clickable
“view” of lessons, offering web viewing and downloading and indicating available media.
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POOR LAYOUT DESIGN
The screen real estate is not designed to reveal and provide quick access to content that people
are likely to want to check. All deep access requires a series of clicks through menus. The
home page of a web-based textbook should not resemble a hardbound cover.
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For comparison, consider this “Ning”, a low-cost platform ($25/month) that accommodates
both hierarchic content (online textbook) and discussion boards, plus many other communitybuilding features. Current comments are revealed in the sidebar, “teasers” of high value
content are offered, and all content is taggable.
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ISSUE OUTLINE
What follow is an outline of most issues with the site that were confirmed in focus group
reports. Many of these issues were articulated above. Terms are described in an online
glossary that can be found here http://goo.gl/waURpz
1. Navigation
a. No Breadcrumbs
b. No Perma-Links
c. Content area menus are
unclickable
d. No Bookmarking
e. Chapters Don't Match
f. No Search Robots on Site
Content
2. Functionality
a. No search
b. No Previews
c. No Lightweight Interactions
d. Minimal notification control
e. No email teasers
f. Lightbox creates context
disconnect
g. No Deep Linking
h. Can't Delete Posts
i. No Spellcheck
3. Wish List
a. General Discussion
b. Pedagogy Discussion
c. Diff Edition Chapter Tracking
d. Share Button
e. Bump Feature
f. Anonymous Posting Toggle
g. Link Comments to Content
h. More Active Responders
4. Architecture
a. No Tagging
b. No Trending
c. No Top-Level Access to

Discussion
d. No Organize By Topic
5. Design
a. Too Texty
b. Not "Clickme"
c. Impersonal
d. Intimidating
e. Old Interface Default
B. New Needs
1. Tagging
a. "Best Answer" tag
b. User Tagging
c. Content Tagging
d. Self Tagging
e. Post Tagging
2. Useful User Contributions
a. Alternate Versions
b. Published / Draft (Wiki)
c. Flip Videos
d. Test Question Banks
e. Turnkey Labs
3. Lesson Metadata
a. Time Required
b. Standards
c. High Resource
d. Graded/Not
4. Build Community
a. User “Friending”
b. User Following
c. User Stats
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DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS
Bodies of research and experience are associated with “Community of Inquiry” and
“Community of Practice”. These terms may help ATC focus on community building, point to
other research for comparative models, and support better design for intended outcomes.

From http://wenger-trayner.com/resources/slide-forms-of-participation
As the next school year begins in less than four months, there is a very narrow window for
decision-making about what happens in September. A dedicated cadre of ATC teachers who
would one day become professional developers of the program remains ready to respond to
calls for participation in new pilots, and would follow through with workable solutions.
We will advance recommendations that appear feasible within this time frame, viable given a
limited budget for program changes, and desirable by meeting needs of the target community
more closely than the current site does. These recommendations are presented as a package of
web presence and professional development, and involve a more granular concept of the
Active Teaching Community into stages and roles.
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EVOLVING COMMUNITY STRUCTURES
THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE IS AT THE CORE OF DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS THAT
FOLLOW. It is based on the 4-stage Interactions chart above. Each stage (yellow row) matches
qualities of community (right box) with functions (left gray box) and web requirements (bottom
row). It envisions ATC as a Guild, with 7E teaching as the craft.
Pattern and Function

Corresponding Group Learning Terms, Site Requirements

Stage 1: Novice -- First year adopters take an Intro course (2014-15)
Prepare: eBook as Job Aid Learning Community: Students taking a class together. First
Learn: Haiku LMS

year adoptees of Active Teaching share needs, but cannot aid

Share: Google Apps

each other. They would benefit from an online course that

(GAfE)

teaches them to use job aids and connect with mentors.

Site Requirements: As a companion to the eBook, rebuild the Haiku site as the Learning
Management System it is designed to be. Employ a Google Apps (GAfE) domain so that
learners can share an environment for document development, website template
adaptation, and non-public media sharing. Course co-taught by [Client] and an eLearning
facilitator.
Stage 2: Apprentice -- Years 2 & 3 adopters take a Fluency course (2015-16)
Prepare: eBook as Job Aid
Learn: Haiku LMS
Share and Compare:
GAfE

Community of Inquiry: A framework for professional
development that includes Cognitive, Social and Teaching
dimensions supporting discourse, selecting content, and
establishing a climate for a deep educational experience
(Garrison, Anderson & Archer,2000).

Site Requirements: Continue to use Haiku linked to Google Apps. Google Groups can be set
up serve most discussion needs, including segmenting discussion by categories (chapters)
and tags (content). Provide participants a sequence of case-based engagements with
curricula and pedagogy; promote modification of lessons and units to meet student needs.
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Stage 3: Journeyman – Teachers work towards mastery and build a Guild (2014 +)
Share, Compare,
Network: A web based
community with closed
and open groups and
structures to build a
professional identity
associated with ATC.

Community of Practice (Active Teaching Guild): A CoP is an
ongoing, self-organizing, creative association of professionals
who collaborate to advance knowledge and practice.
Willingness of teachers to compare results and find best
practice matches this level of commitment. (Lave & Wenger,
1991) This level of community can support the vision of
“Compare”. Group activity can draw r other science teachers to
contribute and learn.

Site Requirements: An Online Networking Site (Ning or Drupal Commons) supports many
efforts. Site is designed for a range of interactions (light and deep, public and closed).
Architecture allows users to search and filter content based on need. Site is linked to the
Google Apps domain (with email accounts provisioned for membership fees).
Stage 4: Master – Recognized representative, maintaining the Guild and offering trainings.
Manage Projects:

Distributed Business Model: similar to the work of Educational

Smartsheet ($40/mo)

Collaborators (http://educollaborators.com), this enables

Market the Business:

teachers to build a presence as consultants and providers as a

Public-Facing Website.

for-profit enterprise, also supporting the Community of
Practice.

Site Requirements: The project management site should be Google Apps friendly so that
collaborative documents and resources are easily developed and maintained. These
documents include lessons and media to support current and new editions of the textbooks,
as well as materials for professional development offerings and implementation tools.
All Stages: Google Site Templates for traditional ATC and 1:1 teachers.]
Site Requirements: The template should contain built-in links to resources that support
student learning and teacher professional development, with the capacity to hide or display
only what is currently needed. Templates should be rolled out by unit (as “sub-sites”) in the
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first year of development, then combined, when complete, into a single course.

COMBINING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT WITH SITE USE
Beyond difficulties inherent in the current site design, users may have required more
scaffolding to encourage interaction, just as
icebreakers and support roles help strangers
interact in a party or community function. This
structure could be provided through an online
course for new adopters,envisioned as a
Community of Inquiry (diagram at right)
By creating professional development courses
associated with adoption and redesigning the
website for those needs, ATC can first focus
users on the Prepare side as a job aid, and then
shepherd efforts at discussion on Share &
Compare. The diagram at right shows how the instructional presence (teacher and course
structure) combines with community and content to create value (via action in the overlaps).
In the diagram at left, an instructor presence is
absent. This reflects the current state of the Haiku
site. Although there is deep thought and
development contained in the available materials,
and although the site is built to support discourse
around this content, the social presence of the
user base is insufficient to maintain discourse.
The EVOLVING COMMUNITY STRUCTURES table above proposes online courses for Stages 1
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and 2. These courses would position [Client] as instructor, though be managed by a coinstructor and other core staff. They form an essential bridge between direct relationships
with [Client] and the diffusions of competency needed for the ATC “guild” to grow.

WEBSITE RECONFIGURATION
The EVOLVING COMMUNITY STRUCTURES table above proposes five purposes of online
activity, each requiring a website with slightly or greatly different characteristics. Site
requirements were briefly sketched for each stage. These will be described in greater depth.

SITE 1: LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR NOVICE TEACHERS
Those familiar with online courses know the basics of an LMS: material is provided to online
uses based on the enrollments associated with their accounts, and is revealed in a sequence
corresponding to a course of study. Haiku LMS is designed to do this, although it was
configured instead as a hybrid job aid and discussion board, performing neither role well. The
new eBook will be able to meet many or most of the job aid functions as well (if not better)
than the Haiku site, and it is clear that as a discussion board, Haiku is beyond salvage.
However, the Haiku site remains a repository of content, and could be repurposed, once a
course was designed, to shepherd NOVICE users through the curriculum while instructing them
in the 7E pedagogy. For example, case studies of student misconceptions could be presented
as text chat simulations, with teachers responding with prompts and probes. It is beyond the
scope of this document to flesh out the course further, but HAIKU LMS would be a fit platform
for rapid course deployment for an August cohort of new textbook purchaser Beta-testers.

SITE 2: GOOGLE APPS FOR EDUCATION (A COLLABORATIVE INTRANET)
Haiku LMS is designed to work seamlessly Google Apps for Education (GAfE). Together, they
support rapid deployment of an evolving course well. Students can access the current versions
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of documents in development, and submit work online accessed both through personal file
structures and, for course instructors, as grids of work submissions for evaluation. The
Instructional Designer of the course should be well versed in GAfE, and plan to co-facilitate the
offering with [Client]. GAfE will have many other uses for later stages, described below.
For APPRENTICE teachers, the infrastructure of eBook, Haiku LMS, and GAfE would serve.
Engaged in more self-directed, social learning activities, these teachers could explore case
studies rather than follow the progression of chapters, and create modified lessons and
materials rather than learning only to use those provided. Having gotten to know each other
the previous year, this cohort would require less direction to be active in discussions.
Although one goal would be to support participation in the ATC Network (see below), they
would first learn to do so in the safety of closed discussions, in response to provided cases and
designed activities. Google Groups can serve as the bridge between the closed discussions of
Haiku and the open community-building of the ATC Network site.
Rather than bind each discussion to a learning activity (as Haiku would do), Google Group
discussions solve the problems presented by Haiku. Posting can be done via email or quick
click, posts can be tagged (by topic) and categorized (by chapter and section), posts can be
designated as “Best Answer” by the moderator and/or given five-star ratings, and threads
display in browser windows of almost any size and on any platform.

SITE 3: ATC NETWORK
JOURNEYMAN teachers will be free of the need for course structure scaffolding, and seek free
interaction and relationship building. They will be able to use Google Groups structured within
a series of Google sites for that purpose at first, but ultimately wish to work within an online
networking site that allows different communities and projects to form and cross-pollinate.
GAfE is an intranet designed for a closed community, not for a branded public facing site.
The ATC Network site envisioned for this stage would have advanced features, such as the
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ability to position links in other sites that create discussion posts that are pre-tagged and
categorized. For example, a link from the eBook (or other online job aid) could send users to a
post creation form pre-categorized as “Chapter 2, Section 5” and pre-tagged as “Fluid
Dynamics”. Media from various sites (and contributed by users) like “Flipped” videos could be
displayed and curated in a searchable, filterable gallery, also categorized and tagged this way.
This proposed ATC Network would be designed for a range of interactions light and deep, public
and closed. It would be a landing place for science teachers interested in Active Teaching and
directed there from Twitter messages or conference presentations. It could also be a place for
professional developers to find consulting work before the launch of the distributed business
(see below). Drupal Commons is an OPEN SOURCE PRODUCT designed for this purpose.

SITE 4: MARKETING SITE
MASTER teachers (and those who leave teaching for full-time consulting) requires a marketing
presence, with landing pages for offerings directly linked from the It’s About Time page of
support options. Working together, they can form a business collaborative that can respond to
needs across the country and across time zones. This site could be built in any platform, like
Wordpress (an OPEN SOURCE PRODUCT which is particularly easy to develop and deploy).

SITE 5: PROJECT MANAGEMENT SITE
Once in business together, master teachers would benefit from a project management site, for
engagements that require more than one consultant to work together or for making the
structures and interactions associated with a client life cycle visible and templatable. The
project management site should be Google Apps friendly so that collaborative documents and
resources can be developed and maintained together, and the suite of forms, plans, sites, and
media for new jobs can be modeled on previous ones. Smartsheet is recognized as a userfriendly, GAfE-friendly project management solution, and is AFFORDABLE AT $40/MONTH.
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SITE 6: GOOGLE SITE TEMPLATE
Teachers at ALL STAGES teachers can potentially benefit Google Site Templates for traditional
and 1:1 teachers. The template should contain built-in links to resources in the “official
repository” (which could remain Haiku LMS) and to discussions in the ATC Network. It should
be designed to both support student learning and ongoing connection to ATC offerings.
Template sites present two difficulties. The first is that once a template has been downloaded
and customized, it becomes fully the teacher’s property. Updates to templates have no way of
being applied to previously created sites. Teachers adopting the template early (in August, for
example), would have an inferior product, and need to apply their customizations to new
templates downloaded in December. One way of mitigating this difficulty is to create multisite templates: a “master” site, and “sub-sites” for chapters or chapter groups. This way,
Chapters 4-6 would only be ready for download after the first months of use of Chapters 1-3.
The second difficulty is that Google Sites must be “managed” to be used well. A template could
be released with all chapters “showing” (and thus display “Too Much Information” and be
daunting to teachers and students alike), or it could be released with only the first chapter, with
teachers required to selectively reveal and hide content as needed. This is done through
Google Sites’ “Page Level Permissions” feature and is a drag-and-drop operation. It does
require some specialized training, in addition to the general Google Site administration training
that should accompany templates for teachers not adept in Google Sites yet.
Google Site Template training would thus be an appropriate companion to offering these
templates. Empowered Teacher has conducted Google Site trainings in schools for the past
three years as face-to-face offerings, and could do the same this August for a template Betatest group, converting the training to online form for the following year. However, if the Novice
Teacher training is also being offered in August, it should take priority, with Google Sites being
introduced in December for teachers who teach the curriculum in half-year courses.
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AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE 4-STAGE PLAN
The preceding recommendations presume an extensive re-visioning of the Active Teaching
Community, as a Network, a Guild, and a Consultancy. There is not enough time between now
and August to fully consider this model. However, two components of the solution suggest
themselves for immediate adoption now, without assuming the elaborate structures described
above, and recovering the momentum of ATC as it was originally envisioned.

SPLITTING HAIKU LMS INTO TWO SITES
Lesson preparation with a Job Aid (Prepare), obtaining technical assistance (Share), and
pedagogic reflection with discussion boards (Compare) are very different activities, requiring
different interfaces and participation patterns. While Prepare and Share are time-bound
encounters with structured resources, Compare requires flexible and long-term interactions.
While Prepare, and to some degree Share, are Adoption Year needs, Compare is more useful
after teachers have worked with the curriculum a while. While holding to one site with redesign
is an option, other choices for multi-site solutions present themselves. These alternatives will
be articulated in two site diagrams below, in format learners can use to indicate their solution
preference and provide comment to support it.
As described in the analysis above, segmenting user activity (message entry and access) within
separate Share and Compare “buckets” forces users to limit how much they share, slowing
online community growth toward a critical mass of participation. In each of the models below,
community-building messages are housed on a separate site. Within the prepare site, clicking
on a “discuss” link would open a message creation window on the discussion site, creating a
message with the appropriate category (Chapter & Section) and tag (many options).
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Job Aid & Discussion Board
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C

Prepare and Share remains on Haiku,

Share and Compare are given a new

prioritizing technical assistance for just-in-

Discussion Board site, so that conversations

time support. Prepare is a “Knowledge Base”

span topics and build community quickly.

and Share is “Trouble Ticket System”. ATC

Links to post are placed in Prepare as a more

staff members are paid to answer tickets.

customizable job aid than the eBook.

ALIGNING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT WITH WEBSITE DEPLOYMENT
However ACT’s web presence is reconfigured, it will not be, and has not been, a digital
publication like an eBook. The core of Prepare, Share Compare is a model of activity: of
teachers with situated needs engaging with materials and with each other, using the website as
an access framework for various stages of learning. An online course can initiate that activity.
In Activity Theory as Tool for Analyzing Asynchronous Learning Networks, Jerry Li and Sharon
Bratt make eight recommendations for the successful launch and support of the activity that
such websites are designed to support:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Provide sufficient training at the beginning;
Provide technical support throughout the process;
Provide clear guidelines for interaction, evaluation criteria, and deadlines;
Encourage cooperation;
Designate roles;
Provide feedback;
Remind users about approaching deadlines;
Provide a summary of the discussions.
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Each of these strategies can used prior to and throughout the launch of the new Active
Teachers Community site, provided that a sufficient number of users with a need for the
activity are enrolled at the start of the school year. As ATC considers a re-launch, we strongly
recommend CREATING AN ONLINE COURSE TAILORED FOR NOVICE CURRICULUM
ADOPTERS, guiding them through the interactions that would both meet their needs for
support and seed the conversations around with a community of practice might form.
Focus group discussions highlighted the need for timely, useful payoffs from professional
development. Participation at any level should be designed for an appropriate payoff. A staged
path from novice to participant to mentor, at a minimum, should be mapped out and
supported, not only by directing group activity, but by considering individual needs, whether in
the context of online courses or participation in a path towards paid consultancy.
-30-
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REACHING BEYOND THE COMMUNITY THROUGH TWITTER
One need that any online professional development participant has is to create a Professional
Learning Community: identifying leaders to follow and followers to make common cause with.
A Community of Practice includes many roles and there is some alignment between that
taxonomy and the stages outlined above:
A. Core group: STAGE 4 participants join the core group via distributed business model.
B. Active participants: Members who most define the community are in STAGES 2 and 3.
C. Peripheral participants: New textbook purchasers are invited to STAGE 1 training.
D. Occasional participants: Active Teaching adopters self-subscribed to online network.
E. Transactional participants: Other science teachers reached via Twitter and other networks.
Viewed as a closed community of Active Teaching adopters, there is no room for “transactional
participants” in the ATC. However, such teachers are potential curriculum adopters. Found in
open communities that can provide the “lightweight” interactions described as desirable by
focus group members but absent from the Haiku site, they may have perspectives, experiences
and resource knowledge of use to ATC teachers.
Many science teachers use Twitter to maintain Personal Learning Networks (PLNs), tweeting
brief comments on timely topics or sharing resource links. An extensive Twitter channel is
associated with Its About Time via @[Curriculum] but has not yet been leveraged for ATC
promotion (only seven @[Curriculum] tweets tagged with “[Client]” exist, all since last
February. Only one @[Curriculum] tweet mentions “[Curriculum A}”.)
Research suggests that for science teaching, paid consultants can play a crucial role in
supporting the development of science teacher networks (Sillasen & Valero, 2012).
The consultants of ATC might benefit from training and guidance in Twitter use
associated with an outreach plan. Their presence could build discourse bridges to all stages that
later lead to new user adoptions and make ATC more viable as a self-sustaining guild.
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GLOSSARY
AC, AP = [Curriculum B}, [Curriculum A}
PLN = Personal Learning Network
GAfE = Google Apps for Education (integrated sites, documents, groups, data exchange)
CoI, CoP = Community of Inquiry, Community of Practice
Technologies: The proposal includes or reference the following tools and sites:
Drupal: An open source web development framework
Drupal Commons: a pre-fabricated online community site, highly customizable for integration with other media
and platforms.
Edmodo: A pre-fabricated online community site, fee based and not customizable but designed particularly for K12 teachers and students.
GAfE: A collaborative intranet platform free to schools and nonprofit organizations, including:
•

Sites (website with built-in gadgets to connect to other media and platforms)

•

Groups (list serve with web front end)

•

Docs (Text, Spreadsheet, Image, and other document types that support simultaneous, version-controlled
editing and commenting with email and SMS notification)

Haiku LMS: An online course platform, adopted to scaffold a web-based version of the Active Teaching curricula
and initially employed to seed community interactions for prepare / share / compare. NOTE: Haiku is GAfE
friendly, with shared authentication and document access.
O365: MS Office 365, an alternative or complement to GAfE (not as collaborative)
Twitter: A messaging tool supporting PLN exchanges that targets and tracks topics and people

